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Abstract. Nowadays, the information of university courses is managed
by means of syllabus based systems, this is the case of Ecuadorian Higher
Education Institutions (IES for its Spanish acronym). However, the syllabus structure is not normalized among all universities, since there is a
wide variety of formats and data models used for each IES which naturally, affects academic processes such as the students mobility or credits
validation between IES. We have addressed these issues by presenting a
proposal based on semantic technologies and text mining methods whose
goal is to identify similarities among academic contents.
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Introduction

In recent years, aiming to improve the common learning procedures in Higher
Education Institutions, several researchers have proposed technological initiatives in the education field [2,19,44,17]. Specifically, Ecuadorian IES have been
exposed to intensive changes through strict evaluation processes in the academic,
administrative and structural points of view [8,26].
The 2011 Organic Law of Higher Education, disposed all IES undergo to an
evaluation, acreditation and categorization process [7], and in consequence the
tools to improve quality in IES gained special interest.
Regarding academic evaluation and with the aim to ensure quality in higher
education, exhaustive analysis have been performed to every career in every IES.
Nowadays, in Ecuador, IES are ruled by the Regulation of Academic Regime
(RRA for its Spanish acronym), which specifies that each IES is composed by
academic units, each academic unit by careers, and each career by subjects. A
subject is defined as a set of contents about a specific area [9].
Although this hierarchical structure, each IES maintains the autonomy over
its study plans, defining its own contents for each career, thus, this creates a large
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heterogeneity over subjects contents. Also, there is a large variety of formats and
careers program models in which syllabus are built and kept across the different
IES.
Such heterogeneity isolates each IES from others, thus, the creation of a
common national repository to store career related data and subject contents
(syllabus), represents a very challenging task. A syllabus is a document in which
contents and learning methods for students are defined by the members of academic units [21,44]. In addition, the lack of methods, processes and procedures
to identify similarities among career contents in different IES makes students
mobility through credits validation a difficult task [17]. With this background,
students mobility among IES, at a national or international level, becomes a challenge, mainly due to the fact of not owning a systematized format for subject
contents, hence, there is a large dependency of manual processes for homologations or equivalences matching between subjects.
Currently, efforts like [11,16,30] have introduced the benefits of introducing
new information technologies into the education field. Knowledge representation has been applied to the learning context, specifically to represent learning
resources, mainly implementing on-line learning modalities (e-learning) [10].
In this paper, we propose a new similarity detection approach for academic
contents among Ecuadorian IES. This approach is aligned with the application of
semantic and text mining technologies altogether, which will allow in the future,
the construction of a computer system which will be able to provide solutions
for the students mobility issue.
The remain of this paper is organized as follows: first, we describe the background and related works about semantic web and text mining, it pays special
attention to the higher education field; next, we present the process for similarity
detection among syllabus; finally, we present some conclusions and future works.
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Background and Related Works

The need to improve processes, techniques and methodologies around activities
such as learning and teaching has led knowledge representation researchers to
improve how curricula are modeled and managed semantically [10,11,16,17,30].
The semantic web is an emerging technology to describe resources in the web
aiming to make information understandable not only to humans but also to
machines [6].
In the academic context, institutions produce information and store it in
digital repositories. However, the lack of use of open standards and a semantic
approach have caused difficulties when integrating and re-using contents through
the Web [36]. Yet, important advances in the application of the Semantic Web in
the educational context have been made. In [1] and [37] integration architectures
and distributed interoperability of digital repositories are proposed, based on a
Semantic Web approach, Linked Data technologies and federated queries. Those
architectures have been successfully tested to integrate a group of institutional
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repositories belonging to universities [35], and they have enabled a federated
query environment within this context [40].
An Ontology is an important technology which allows data to be represented
in the Semantic Web [6]. Ontologies are models that can be used to structure
knowledge, they may create a better interaction between teachers and students
and improve the learning outcomes and teaching methods of the academic contents [11]. In [11], an ontology based system is presented to allow the integration
and classification of heterogeneous systems, learning objects and curriculums,
nevertheless, this work is not focused in solving similarities among syllabus or
solving the students mobility problems. On the other hand, Demartini et al.,
in [17] describes the development of the Bowlogna ontology, this work reflects
the interests of the Bologna project for the renewal and standardization of high
education in Europe, authors mention the problem of student mobility regarding
credits recognition, situation that motivated the development of such ontology
and its applications.
Despite the mentioned efforts, similarity detection among syllabus is still
an unsolved problem. To address this problem, some related works have been
reviewed, [42] presents an approach to identify common research areas using
semantic and data mining technologies. In [22], authors developed a software
to help students of the Agder University to discover existing relations between
computer science courses by using ontologies and semantic web. However, this
approach is oriented to an unique field of science within the mentioned university.
Finally, [32] presents an ontology model for the computer science area, using an
extended version of the Wu & Palmer algorithm described in [46] to calculate
semantic similarity between computer science courses, nevertheless, as the work
presented in [22], this methodology is limited to one specific knowledge area and
the use of an algorithm to measure conceptual distances based with the use of
Wordnet service [18] as a knowledge representation approach for English words.
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Similarity Detection among Academic Contents

With the aim to solve the students mobility issue among higher education institutions, this paper presents a process for academic contents similarity detection
among IES. This proposal is inspired by the Linked Data Life Cycle described
by Auer in [4] and the approach for the identification of common research areas proposed by Sumba et al. in [42]. The implementation of this process aims
to develop a similarity detection software among IES syllabus. Figure 1, shows
the proposed process which consists of the following components: i) Data Extraction, module designed to retrieving syllabus data from different IES through
data extraction and cleaning processes, ii) Ontological Modeling Module, this
is where the model for syllabus description is developed, adapted or extended
based on existing methodologies, standards and recommendations for ontology
development, iii) RDF-Ization Module, based on the ontological model, it generates syllabus data in RDF format, feeding the new semantic repository. RDF
(Resource Description Framework) is a standard model for data interchange on
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the Web [20], iv) Patterns Detection Module, through the use of text mining
techniques, it discovers similarities and patterns among syllabus and v) Visualization, module designed to exploiting and displaying the semantic data in a
comprehensible format to the final users.

Fig. 1. Similarity detection process among syllabus.

3.1

Data Extraction

Syllabus data will be collected either manually or automatically. The access
method will be defined according to the data format, since these can be presented
in different formats such as PDF, HTML, WORD, Relational Database, among
others. This module execute data pre-processing and cleaning techniques, which
are necessary tasks that need special methods for their treatment for its later
semantic annotation process [3].

Fig. 2. Data Extraction Process.

Figure 2, shows data extraction process and its tasks: 1) Data sources, refers
to documents or databases where syllabus of the IES reside; 2) Connectors, the
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software components that must be developed to connect with data sources; 3)
ETL process, pre-process and cleaning the data that comes from data sources
using specialized software; and 4) Processed data, a new temporary repository
containing clean data for the subsequent semantic annotation.
3.2

Ontological Model

One of the main goals of this paper is the use of semantic technologies in order
to make syllabus data understandable by both, humans and computers. It is
important to reuse existing ontological models in the best possible way to facilitate the inclusion and interoperability of the new data in the web of data [23].
In the background and related works section, several ontological models were
presented, which were developed with the aim of solving education and learning
related issues. As part of the proposed process, this work will reuse, integrate and
extend some ontologies such as BOWLOGNA, FOAF, BIBO, among others, following the NEON ontology development methodology [43], which is widely used
in the ontological engineering field. In addition, to apply NEON in the ontology
development, this work will use the software PROTÉGÉ, which, due to its ease
of use and community support, is widely used in many projects in the field of
ontology development [31]. Finally, with the aim of identifying inconsistencies or
problems during the ontology development, this work will use the OOPS! Platform, an OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner, which allows an easy ontology evaluation
on-line [38].

Fig. 3. Ecuadorian Syllabus Ontology Definition Process.
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Figure 3 shows the process to reuse, adapt and extend an ontology for
Ecuadorian IES syllabus, such process is composed by: 1) Requirements definition, it identifies the requirements of the problem and assigns a team of people
for the specific tasks, 2) Application of the NEON methodology, which through
the selection of a set of scenarios allows planning the extension/creation of ontology networks, 3) Ontology creation, it uses the PROTÉGÉ software to reuse,
unify, extend and generate the required ontology and 4) Ontology Evaluation,
it verifies the effectiveness and functionality of the ontology through the data
instantiation and query execution.
3.3

RDF-Ization

Once the ontological model has been defined and created, the RDF triplets composed of syllabus data will be created and stored in a repository (TripleStore).
This process depends on the data extraction and ontological modelling modules.
The Linked Data principles proposed by Berners-Lee in [5] will be followed, also
specialized frameworks will be used to generate the data in RDF format.
The RDF-Ization process is shown in Figure 4, where the resulting data from
the extraction module will be mapped with the ontology model by using the
LOD-GF framework, which consists of a friendly graphical interface with drag
& drop functionalities allowing the RDF generation in an easy and intuitive way
[13]. Finally, the new RDF data will be stored in a TripleStore for the subsequent
exploitation through SPARQL queries.

Fig. 4. RDF Generation Process.

3.4

Similarity Detection Techniques

As described in the background and related works section, there are many
projects implementing data mining techniques to discover behavioral patterns
from raw data. In this paper, we propose the implementation of Text Mining
Techniques to analyze unstructured texts, aiming to discover similarities among
syllabuses of different Ecuadorians IES careers. Sailaja et al., presented in [39] a
”Text Mining Framework”, shown in figure 5, which is described by the following
3 stages:
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• Stage I: Text Pre-processing, including the data cleaning process such
as text lemmatization, stopwords removal, dimensionality reduction, among
others.
• Stage II: Text Mining Techniques, indicates the criteria to select the proper
algorithms to process documents.
• Stage III: Text Analysis, indicates the use of several tools for information
discovery; it means unstructured texts will be converted into meaningful
information that helps decision-making.

Fig. 5. Text Mining Framework [39].

Based on the Text Mining Framework described above, this paper presents
the process shown in Figure 6 to confront the application of text mining on
syllabus data. This process will allows patterns discovering, similarities or differences among syllabus, helping to solve the students mobility problem and
address the problems discovered in academic content.

Fig. 6. Text Mining Implementation Process.
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Text Pre-processing: The mining process of unstructured texts, consists of
several stages; first, there is a data pre-processing [3,33], this stage depends on
the specific domain to be analyzed, and involves the elimination of non-relevant
words or terms (Stopwords), transformation of text to binary matrices, etc. The
platform that will be developed, will extract RDF data from the TripleStore then
use NLTK tool to delete insignificant terms. Second, Text Mining algorithms
need information in a format they can process, thus, the text will be transformed
to numerical matrices using the TF-IDF method recommended in [3].
Text Mining Techniques: There are several techniques and algorithms in the
Artificial Intelligence field which perform text mining. As described in [3], clustering is one of the most popular text mining technique and is widely used in
classification, visualization and document organization applications. Clustering
allows the determination of groups of documents that share common features
or have some similarity within the documents collection [14]. Amid the different techniques of clustering, this approach proposes the implementation of the
K-means algorithm which is widely used in the field of Data-Mining and TextMining, this algorithm divides n documents into k different clusters. In addition,
we propose the use of semantic similarity techniques to measure the relatedness
of the documents within each group (cluster) [28]. Among some techniques for
analyzing the semantic content of a text, we can refer to Genetic Algorithms
described in [15], Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) described in [45], Machine
Learning algorithms described in [3], and Word Embeddings techniques that
have gained popularity in the text mining community [25]. The algorithms based
on WordNET and distance measurement between terms have presented good results [32,29] as well as those based on the information contents [24]. In the
process proposed by this paper, we intend to use a combination of the methods,
techniques and algorithms described above which will allows the development of
a similarity detection platform to solve the students mobility issue.
Analysis of Text: First, with the aim of reducing search spaces, clustering
algorithms will be used to identify relatedness among syllabus. Subsequently,
on each identified cluster, different text mining algorithms or methods will be
executed to compare resulting texts among the different documents (syllabus).
Different methods such as cosine similarity will be used to determine the similarity degree between two syllabuses. In addition, new triplets will be created and
load on the TripleStore that will allow to identify and query the syllabus clusters
as well as the existing similarity among them. In general, this stage indicates the
knowledge extraction over the data set and finally, with the help of visualization
methods, the detected knowledge and similarities will be exploited.
3.5

Visualization

Recently, visualization techniques have gained interest in the data management
field. Visualization of information is an important tool to tell the hidden stories
about the data [41]. For example, in [27] and [12] the authors propose techniques
related with visualization of the uncertainty in a data set, while in [34] the author
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propose an algorithm for visualization of word clouds and semantic relationships
existing between these.
The generation of RDF data has several advantages: standardization, interoperability, structured data, etc., however, knowledge of the RDF query language
(SPARQL) is needed when accessing this information. Therefore, as part of the
similarity detection process, visualization models modules will be developed in
order to exploit the RDF data. Text mining algorithms allow extracting valuable
information (knowledge) from raw data, so, we propose to implement models or
techniques to visualize this information with the purpose of help to final users
to envision the students mobility issue and credits recognition in a improved
manner.
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Conclusions

In this work, we analyzed several proposals that want to improve related aspects
of syllabus data management for the subjects taught in different careers of several
Ecuadorian IES. In all these works the implementation of new technologies are
proposed to improve teaching and learning methods and techniques.
The aim of this new approach is to propose a methodological solution for the
creation of a common semantic syllabus repository and to discover behavioral
patterns and similarities among them.
In the future, with the implementation of the proposed methodology, we
intend to create a syllabus platform based on semantic technologies, as well
as to implement a series of text mining techniques that will help solving the
students mobility issue among IES.
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